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on-Negative Edge Costs:optimal choice:u ∈ U with d(u) minimal.

We use a priority queue (de£nition on next slide)PQ to maintain the set of pairs

u, d(u)) ; u ∈ U } and obtainDijkstra’s Algorithm:

e£ne a priority queue for the nodes ofG; init

(s) = 0; d(v) = ∞ for v 6= s;

Q.insert(s, 0);

hile (! PQ.is empty( ) )

selectu ∈ PQwith d(u) minimal and remove it; deletemin

forall edgese = (u, v)
{ if ( D = d(u)+ c(e) < d(v) )

{ if ( d(v) == ∞ ) { PQ.insert(v, D); } else { PQ.decreasep(v, D); }

d(v) = D;
}

}

me= O(n + m)+ init + n · (is empty+ deletemin+ insert)+ m · decreasep
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Priority Queues, The LEDA De£nition of the ADT

n instanceQ of the parameterized data typep queue<P, I> is a collection of priority
ueue nodes. An (abstract) pointer to a priority queue node is called an priority queue
em. (typepq item). Every node contains a priority from a linearly ordered typeP
unctioncompare(constP& , constP&)) and an information from an arbitrary typeI .

We use〈p, i〉 to denote apq itemwith priority p and informationi .

node 

pq item

priority queue = 

P I
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node 

pq item

priority queue = 

P I

queue<P, I> Q; creates an instanceQ of type p queue<P, I>

and initializes it with the empty priority queue.

Q.prio(pq item it) returns the priority of itemi t .

Precondition: i t is an item inQ.

Q.inf(pq item it) returns the information of itemi t .

Precondition: i t is an item inQ.

q item Q.insert(P x, I i) adds a new item<x, i> to Q and returns it.
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node 

pq item

priority queue = 

P I

q item Q.£ndmin( ) returns an item with minimal priority (nil ifQ

is empty).

Q.delmin( ) removes the itemi t = Q.£nd min() from Q and

returns the priority of it.

Precondition: Q is not empty.

oid Q.decreasep(pq item it, P x) makesx the new priority of itemi t .

Precondition: i t is an item inQ and x is not

larger thenprio(i t).

ool Q.empty( ) returns true, ifQ is empty, false otherwise.
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The Use of Priority Queues in Dijkstra’s Algorithm

〉≡
p_queue<int,node>& PQ;

node_array<pq_item> I(G);

node v; edge e;

forall_nodes(v,G) pred[v] = nil;

dist[s] = 0; I[s] = PQ.insert(0,s);

while (! PQ.empty())

{ pq_item it = PQ.find_min(); node u = PQ.inf(it); int du = dist[u];

forall_out_edges(e,u)

{ v = G.target(e); int c = du + cost[e];

if ( v != s && ( pred[v] == nil || c < dist[v] ))

{ if (pred[v] == nil) I[v] = PQ.insert(c,v); else PQ.decrease_p(I[v],c);

dist[v] = c; pred[v] = e;

}

}

PQ.del_item(it);

}
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Priority Queues: The List Implementation

tore the pairs in the queue in a linear list (list< pair<P, I> >), apqitem is a pointer to a

st element.

he operations on priority queues are realized as follows:

it: create an empty list, timeO(1).

empty: check whether the list is empty, timeO(1).

sert(p, i): add a list element(p, i) and return a pointer to it, timeO(1).

ndmin( ): search through the list and return a pointer to the element with the smallest

riority, time O(size).

ecreasep(it, p): decrease the priority in the list element pointed to byit, time O(1).

el item(it): delete the list element pointed to byit, time O(1).

heorem 1 With the list implementation of priority queues, Dijkstra’s algorithm runs in

me O(m + n2). (good for almost complete graphs,m ≈ n2)
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Priority Queues: The Heap Implementation

heorem 2 With the heap implementation of priority queues, Dijkstra’s algorithm runs

time O(m logn + n logn).

Priority Queues: Radix Heaps

heorem 3 With the Radix heap implementation of priority queues, Dijkstra’s algorithm

uns in timeO(m + n logC). This assumes that edge costs are integers in the range

0 ..C ].

Priority Queues: Fibonacci Heaps

heorem 4 With the Fibonacci heap implementation of priority queues, Dijkstra’s

gorithm runs in timeO(m + n logn).

Further Priority Queue Implementations

Amortized Time Bounds: General Results
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Shortest Paths, Arbitrary Edge Costs

heorem 5 (Bellman-Ford algorithm) The Bellman-Ford algorithm solves the shortest

ath problem in timeO(nm).

We use the generic algorithm and relax the edges in round robin fashion.

(s) = 0; d(v) = ∞ for v 6= s;

o ( n times ){ forall edgese = (u, v) ∈ E in some arbitrary order

{ if ( d(u)+ c(e) < d(v) ) d(v) = d(u)+ c(e); }

stop, if no distance label changed;
}

et d(x) to−∞ for all x that can be reached from the target node of a red edge.

• If µ(v) > −∞ and there is a shortest path froms to v consisting ofk edges then

d(v) = µ(v) after thek-th iteration of the outer loop. Observek < n.

• Running time isO(nm). If there is no negative cycle, it isO((1+ kmax)m), if there

is a negative cycle, it is2(nm).

• correctness in the presence of negative cycles: see next slide
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Correctness of Bellman-Ford

µ(v) > −∞ and there is a shortest path froms to v consisting ofk edges then

(v) = µ(v) after thek-th iteration of the outer loop. Observek < n.

husd(v) = µ(v) after termination of the do-loop ifµ(v) ∈ IR ∪ {+∞}.
o assumeµ(v) = −∞. Then there is a path froms to v containing a negative cycle. At

ast one edge of this path is red at all times and henced(v) is set to−∞.

onversely, ifd(v) is set to−∞, there is an edge(x, y) which is red after termination of

e do-loop and such thatv is reachable fromy.

he red edge allows to decreased(y) further and henced(y) 6= µ(y) when the do-loop

rminates.

husµ(y) = −∞ by the £rst paragraph.

ncev is reachable fromy, we also haveµ(v) = −∞.
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Shortest Paths, Arbitrary Edge Costs

lternative Implementation of Bellman-Ford: We use the revised generic algorithm

nd avoid to relax edges that are known to be black.

(s) = 0; d(v) = ∞ for v 6= s; U = {s}; Unext = ∅;
o ( n times ){ forall u ∈ U and all edgese = (u, v) ∈ E

{ if (d(u)+ c(e) < d(v)) { d(v) = d(u)+ c(e); addv to Unext ; } }

if ( Unext == ∅) { break; } else { U = Unext ; Unext = ∅; }
}

et d(x) to−∞ for all x that can be reached from the target node of a red edge.

orst case performance is the same, but practical performance is much better, e.g.,

= 10000,m = 40000, random graph, random positive edge weights

gorithm above: 0.07 seconds

receding algorithm: 0.25 seconds

erform your own experiments withshortest_path_time.c.
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Early Detection of Negative Cycles and Re£nedU

• assumeµ(v) < +∞ for simplicity (see book for general case).

• maintain a rooted treeT with root s (initially T = {s})
• for every nodev ∈ T : tree path froms to v has costd(v)

• for every nodev 6∈ T : µ(v) < d(v).

• U is organized as a queue; only leaves ofT are inU .

• when an edgee = (u, v) is relaxed andd(v) is decreased tod(u)+ c(e).

– v 6∈ T : makev a child ofu in T and addv to U .

– v ∈ T andv is not an ancestor ofu: makev a child ofu and addv to U . Remove
all descendants ofv from T andU .

– v ∈ T andv is an ancestor ofu: we have discovered a negative cycle and all
nodes reachable fromv have distance−∞.

u

correctness: it suf£ces to keep those

nodesu in U which have an out-

going red edge and satisfyd(u) =
µ(u).
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Random Graphs with Non-Negative Edge Weights

eneratem random edges (herem = 8n) and assign a random integer weight in [0..C ]

or someC (hereC = 1000).

F BASIC= basic version of Bellman-Ford

ellmanFord = early detection of neg cycles and re£ned treatment ofU .

n BF Basic BellmanFord Dijkstra Checking

10000 0.3 0.57 0.22 0.31

20000 0.69 1.36 0.57 0.69

40000 1.98 3.59 1.47 1.69

unning time seems to grow only slightly superlinearly.

max is small for random graphs with random edge weights.

hallenge: Prove it or do a serious experimental study. For complete graphs it is known

at kmax= O(logn). (Cooper/Frieze/M/Priebe: Random Structures and Algorithms,

000, 33 – 46). In this PhD-thesis, Priebe extends the result to random graphs with

(n logn) edges
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Graphs with Negative Edges but no Negative Cycles

• generate a (random) graph

• assign a (random) non-negative (!!!) weight to every edge.

• assign a (random) potential to every node.

• set cost ofe = (u, v) according to:c(e) = pot(u)+ w(e)− pot(v).

emma 1 This rule does not generate negative cycles.

roof: The cost of a cycle with respect toc is the same as with respect tow.

n BF Basic BellmanFord Dijkstra Checking

10000 0.3 0.63 — 0.3

20000 0.81 1.63 — 0.7

40000 2.02 3.72 — 1.68

Running times are as

on preceding slide.

Dijkstra is not appli-

cable.
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Random Graphs with Random Edge Weights

= 8n, random edge weights in [−100..100].

uch graphs are likely to have negative cycles

n BF Basic BellmanFord Dijkstra Checking

2000 20.2 0.08 — 0.03

4000 73.15 0.17 — 0.08

8000 462.5 0.54 — 0.18

F Basichas running time2(nm), i.e.,

oubling n approximately quadruples the running time (sincem = 8n).

e re£ned version discovers negative cycles early and is much faster.
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A Worst Case Input for Bellman-Ford

• want that many nodes are dequeuedÄ(n) times.

• Bellman-Ford does essentially breadth-£rst search, i.e., discovers paths in the order

of their cardinality.

• if paths of larger cardinality are shorter, nodes will be queued and dequeued many

times (give edges length−1).

s v

• our graph consists of two parts.

• left part is acyclic, hasL = 2l nodes,< 2L edges, all edges have cost−1, and there

is a path of cardinalityr from s to v for everyr , 1≤ r < L.

• right part is a complete graph onK nodes, allK 2 edges have cost zero.

• v is queuedL − 1 times. Wheneverv is dequeued, all nodes in the right part will be

queued and in the next round dequeued.

• running time isÄ(L K 2).

• chooseK ≈ √m andL ≈ n. ThenO(n) nodes andO(n + m) edges.
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Worst Case Example: Recursive Construction of Left Part

G(l+1) =  G(l)G1 = 

l hasL = 2l nodes andml = ml−1+ L/2+ 2≤ 2l+1 edges.

laim: For anyr , 1≤ r < L, there is exactly one path from £rst to last node consisting

f r edges.

roof: r = 1: Jump froms to last node ofGl

= 1+ r ′, where 1≤ r ′ < L/2: Jump froms to £rst node ofGl−1 and use induction.

= L/2+ r ′, where 1≤ r < L/2: Walk slowly froms to the £rst node ofGl−1 and use

duction.
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Worst Case Example: Experiments

ehave made edges in £rst-part non-negative:(i, j) has costj − i − 1.

ath of cardinalityk from node 0 to nodeL − 1 has costL − 1− k and hence longer

aths are favored.

≈ 8n

n BF Basic BellmanFord Dijkstra Checking

4000 7.52 0.42 0.01001 0.04999

8000 30.66 1.17 0.04004 0.07996

16000 131.5 3.24 0.07001 0.19

F Basichas running time2(nm), i.e.,

oubling n approximately quadruples the running time (sincem = 8n).

e re£ned version has running2(L K ) = 2(n√m), since the nodes in the complete

raph are removed from the queue without scanning their outgoing edges, running time is

ultiplied by about 2.4≈ 2
√

2, whenn is doubled.

ijkstra is much, much faster.
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All Pairs Shortest Path, Potential Functions

• naive approach:solven single source problems, timeO(n2m)

• re£ned approach:one general single source problem plusn non-negative single

source problems, timeO(nm + n(m + n logn) = O(nm + n2 logn).

node potentialassigns a numberpot(v) to each vertexv. For an edgee = (v,w) de£ne

s reduced costas:

c̄(e) = pot(v)+ c(e)− pot(w)

onsider a pathp = [e0, . . . , ek−1] and letei = (vi , vi+1). Then

c̄(p) =
∑

0≤i<k

c̄(ei ) =
∑

0≤i<k

(pot(vi )+ c(ei )− pot(vi+1))

= pot(v0)+
∑

0≤i<k

c(ei )− pot(vk) = pot(v0)+ c(p)− pot(vk),

onsequence:If p andq are two paths fromv tow. Thenc̄(p) ≤ c̄(q) iff c(p) ≤ c(q).

hortest paths with respect tōc are the same as with respect toc.
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All Pair Shortest Paths: Algorithm

ssumptions: G has no negative cycles. (MPSS have recently generalized)

particularly nice potential function: Let pot (v) = µ(s, v) and assume that all nodes

an be reached froms. Then

• µ(s, v) is £nite for allv and hence reduced edge costs are well de£ned.

• Reduced costs are non-negative: Fore = (v,w), we haveµ(v)+ c(e) ≥ µ(w) and

hencec̄(e) = µ(s, v)+ c(e)− µ(s, w) ≥ 0.

lgorithm:

• Add a new nodes and edges(s, v) of length zero for allv (no new cycles !!).

• Computeµ(s, v) for all v with Bellman-Ford: timeO(nm).

• Setpot(v) = µ(s, v) and compute reduced costs: timeO(m).

• for every nodex solve single source problem with sourcex and reduced edge costs

(Dijkstra): timeO(n(m + n logn)).

• translate distance back to original cost function: timeO(m)

µ(v,w) = µ̄(v, w)+ pot(w)− pot(v)


